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The Letter to the Editor by Dr. Palmeira et al. in this issue of
the Journal of Clinical Immunology brings up several chal-
lenges for clinical immunologists who care for patients with
secondary immunodeficiency disease caused by modern ag-
gressive chemotherapy or biologics that are used to treat au-
toimmune andmalignant diseases. The authors describe a case
of recalcitrant sinusitis in a 76-year-old woman who was treat-
ed for lymphoma with several cycles of rituximab. The
Bpunchline^ of this Letter is that alternative treatments, other
than IgG replacement therapy (IGRT) and chronic antibiotics,
need to be developed to treat recalcitrant chronic sinusitis that
causes poor quality of life patients after successful treatment
of their autoimmune disease or cancer with medications that
cause delayed or complete failure to reconstitute competent
mucosal immunity.

There are three challenges inherent in this Letter. First,
secondary immunodeficiency occurs in some patients treated
for autoimmune disease or cancer by modern aggressive che-
motherapy/biologics, especially rituximab. These drugs can
cause a failure to restore adaptive immunity once the under-
lying disease has successfully been treated. They develop
chronic sinorespiratory disease that is not responsive to chron-
ic antibiotics and/or IGRT. Second, although not addressed in
this case report, some of the patients who fail to recover im-
munologically from these treatments have an underlying pri-
mary immune deficiency disease (PIDD). Third, and ad-
dressed in this Letter, the development of alternative strategies
is needed to treat such patients who develop poorly controlled

sinorespiratory disease. Such protocols may greatly improve
the quality of life of these patients.

There is an increasing incidence of drug induced, second-
ary immunodeficiency conditions [1, 2], in a sizable number
of patients being treated for autoimmune disease or cancer,
using various chemotherapeutic drugs [3] and in particular,
rituximab [1–3]. These patients fail to recover adaptive immu-
nity, mostly B cell function, long after successful chemother-
apeutic or immune modulator therapy has been discontinued
[1, 2]. Rituximab has been successfully used in treating many
diseases that were previously refractory to chemotherapeutic
protocols alone. On occasion, rituximab can cause persistent
B cell failure that persists many years after completion of this
therapy when patients are in remission. In some patients, there
is a significant or complete failure of B cell reconstitution,
with poor expression of protective serum immunoglobulin
levels to multiple pathogens greater than 8 years following
the discontinuation among of rituximab [1].

While we were among the first to report this phenomenon
[1], others have confirmed these findings [3]. At the time of
our report, we had not yet completed an in-depth immunolog-
ic evaluation of the original 14 patients we reported who failed
to reconstitute B cell numbers and/or function. Two of these
patients after immunologic evaluation had underlying primary
immunodeficiency diseases (PIDD), previously unrecognized
by the referring physicians who treated them with rituximab
and other chemotherapeutic drugs for autoimmune disease or
cancer. Thus, the referring physicians had not an not suspected
PIDD as a possible underlying cause of the autoimmune
disease/cancer their patients had developed prior to giving
them these drugs.

The first patient presented with autoimmune thrombocyto-
penia (Evan syndrome) and we identified a gain of function,
PI3Kinase defect in this patient by whole exon sequencing.
Unfortunately, no immunophenotype was performed prior to
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instituting rituximab therapy, but on review of endoscopy bi-
opsies performed for severe colitis, B cells were present in
these tissues prior to rituximab treatment. He continues on
IGRT post rituximab treatment and consistently shows 0–2
B cells/mL in his blood 8 years after discontinuation of ritux-
imab. He is now treated with sirolimus, but continues to have
chronic sinusitis, reactive airway disease, and ground glass
opacities in both lungs. His chronic sinusitis has reduced his
quality of life, as described in the current patient in the Letter
to the Editor in this issue of the Journal, and he has undergone
two sinus surgeries that partially controlled his sinus disease.
His chronic sinusitis is poorly responsive to chronic antibi-
otics and IGRT.

The second patient had a diagnosis of autoimmune sinusi-
tis, lung disease, and GI disease and was maintained on mod-
erate doses of steroids, chemotherapy, rituximab, IGRT, and
chronic antibiotics. She had abnormal serial immune pheno-
types, including low B and T cell numbers and poor function
that were attributed to steroid, rituximab, and chemotherapy
treatment. On SCID genetic screening, she was shown to have
Rag1 deficiency 5 years after presentation of her symptoms.
This patient received an allogeneic stem cell transplant and is
now stable on IGRT and antibiotics for chronic sinus and
respiratory disease, but her sinus disease is poorly controlled
on this regimen. Thus, clinicians should anticipate the possible
development of long-term secondary immunodeficiency dis-
ease in their patients successfully treated with modern aggres-
sive chemotherapy/biologics, including, but not limited to ri-
tuximab, and as part of their follow up strategy be vigilant in
instituting appropriate medical management when this condi-
tion develops. [2]. Furthermore, clinicians should have a high
suspicion in their patients who fail to resolve secondary im-
munodeficiency long after discontinuation of these drugs, that
they may have an underlying PIDD. Thus, an in-depth im-
mune evaluation, including whole exon sequencing, should
be considered by clinicians caring for such patients.

Last, as described in this Letter to the Editor, alternative
strategies need to be developed to address chronic
sinorespiratory disease in patients with secondary immunode-
ficiency who are in remission, long after immunosuppressive
therapy has been discontinued. Reports of topical therapies
using IgG immunoglobulin given nasally, or as eye drops,
and non-cellular extracts of breast milk, as described in the
current Letter to the Editor, are anecdotal. However, a system-
atic study of the use of these interventions in large numbers of
patients has not been conducted. Such strategies used to treat

patients with chronic sinorespiratory disease who fail to re-
spond to chronic antibiotics and IGRT need to be developed.

While the authors of the Letter infer that secretory IgA in
the supernatant of breast milk is the reason why their patient
improved her chronic sinusitis disease, breast milk also con-
tains many anti-inflammatory molecules that can block in-
flammation and support bacterial clearance [4]. Thus, it is
unclear why the therapy reported in this Letter was effective
in controlling this patient’s chronic sinusitis. Of note, the
method used to purify serum IgG for intravenous/
subcutaneous infusions in patients with primary and second-
ary immunodeficiency syndromes discards dimeric serum IgA
as a by-product. This dimeric IgA could be available for clin-
ical use in such patients, and in others with chronic sinusitis
who do not have primary and secondary immunodeficiency
syndromes. It would be of interest to know if aerosolized
serum IgA from the blood of health individuals can be suc-
cessfully used to treat sinorespiratory disease in these patients
to improve their quality of life. An alternative approach might
be the use of some of the immunosuppressive molecules pres-
ent in the non-cellular fraction of human breast milk [3] in
clinical trials to determine if these molecules improve the
quality of life of patients with persistent sinorespiratory infec-
tions refractory to chronic antibiotics and IGRT.
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